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Abstract
Background: Locating the optimal varieties for coffee cultivation is increasingly considered a key condition for sustainable
production and marketing. Variety performance varies when it comes to susceptibility to coffee leaf rust and other diseases,
adaptation to climate change and high cup quality for specialty markets. But because of poor organization and the lack of a
professional coffee seed sector, most existing coffee farms (and even seed lots and nurseries) do not know which varieties
they are using. DNA fingerprinting of coffee planting material will contribute to professionalize the coffee seed sector.
Objective: The objective of this paper is i) to check in a large scale the robustness of the existing coffee DNA fingerprinting
method based on eight Single Sequence Repeats markers (SRR) and ii) to describe how it can help in moving the needle
towards a more professional seed sector.
Method: 2533 samples representing all possible genetic background of Arabica varieties were DNA fingerprinted with 8 SRR
markers. The genetic diversity was analyzed and the genetic conformity to varietal references was assessed.
Results: The DNA fingerprinting method proved to be robust in authenticating varieties and trace back the history of C.
arabica breeding and of the movement of C. arabica varieties. The genetic conformity of two important coffee varieties,
Marseillesa and Gesha, proved to be 91% and 39% respectively.
Conclusions: DNA fingerprinting provides different actors in the coffee sector with a powerful new tool—farmers can verify
the identity of their cultivated varieties, coffee roasters can be assured that marketing claims related to varieties are correct,
and most of all, those looking to establish the a more professional and reliable coffee seed sector have a reliable new
monitoring tool to establish and check genetic purity of seed stock and nursery plants.
Highlights: While C. arabica is primarily self-pollinating, even fixed line varieties appear to be drifting away from their
original genetic reference due to uncontrolled cross pollination. A set of 8 SSR markers applied to the largest possible
genetically diverse set of samples prove to discriminate between a wide range of varieties Figures confirm that genetic non
conformity of coffee varieties can represent up to 61% of checked samples.
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of coffee cultivars in some countries: Brazil (17–20), Nicaragua
(21) or Puerto Rico (22).
In this article, we present the first globally relevant genetic
authentication method for Arabica coffee. The main objectives
are: i) to check the robustness of the method, and ii) to describe
how it can help in moving towards a more professional seed
sector.

Materials and Methods
Coffee Samples
WCR maintains a DNA fingerprinting database composed of
2533 Arabica samples gathered since 2014. The samples can be
grouped according to their source, to their genetic category or to
their geographical origin. There are three main sources of
samples:
(1)

(2)

(3)

WCR research populations (22%) analyzed in the process of
genetic diversity and varietal experiments. This includes
the analysis of 100 accessions representing a core collection of Arabica germplasm (a subset of the germplasm collection of Tropical Agricultural Research and Higher
Education Center (CATIE), 24 accessions collected by
Schilling and Krishnan in South Sudan in 2012 (T.Schilling,
World Coffee Research, personal communication) and varieties included in various experiments.
Nursery verification (10%): WCR VerifiedSM is a scheme that
verifies the production practices of nurseries and seed lots
to ensure healthy, genetically-pure plant production. One
step of nursery verification is to check the genetic conformity of varieties from applicant seed lots and nurseries.
Current varieties that have been tested include Marsellesa,
CR95 and Centroamericano.
Anonymized samples (68%) from individuals willing to
check their own material.

The geographical origin of these samples is Central and
North America (47%), Africa (30%), South America (13%) and
Asia (10%).
The different genetic categories were chosen based on the
history of C. arabica movement and breeding [see for instance
(23, 24)]. The center of origin of C. arabica is the South Western
forests of Ethiopia and the Boma Plateau of South Sudan.
During the 15th century, coffee was produced in Yemen from
some seeds taken out of Ethiopia. In the late 17th and early 18th
centuries, seeds were taken out of Yemen to: i) Bourbon Island
(today French Reunion Island) giving the Bourbon variety, and
ii) to India, and from India to Indonesia, giving the Typica variety. Bourbon and Typica were used in The Americas and Asia to
grow cultivated coffee. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
coffee cultivation started in East and Central Africa with varieties introduced from Bourbon Island but also back from
Americas (Bourbon and Typica). Interestingly, Indian germplasm (taken out of Yemen 200 years before) was also introduced. Finally, in East Africa, a few Ethiopian or Sudanese
landraces escaping these countries through informal routes were
also introduced. Two of the most famous such landraces were
Gesha (Ethiopia) and Rume Sudan (Sudan). From these introductions some breeding work were initiated in Kenya (Scott
Agricultural Laboratory) and in Tanzania (Lyamungu Research
Station). Mulungu, in today’s Democratic Republic of Congo,
was a later breeding center that supported the Kivu region
(Rwanda and Burundi). In the 1960s, fear about the vulnerability of coffee production to common diseases prompted
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Coffee production contributes to the income of some 12.5 million, value per annum households around the world (1). The coffee industry as a whole is estimated to generate some 74 billion
USD. However, for a long period of time, little attention has
been given to cultivated coffee varieties. Being considered a
commodity, only coffee species were clearly identified: Coffea
arabica producing Arabica coffee and C. canephora producing the
coffee known as Conillon when produced in Brazil and Robusta
anywhere else in the world. However, during the last decade, focus on coffee varieties has gained interest. According to
Montagnon et al. (2), three main reasons explain this new interest in coffee varieties: i) the rust disease (Hemileia vastatrix) crisis
in Latin America in early 2012 (3), which shed light on both the
vulnerability of farmers growing rust-susceptible, low-yielding
varieties, and the vulnerability of the coffee supply in general,
ii) the growing evidence for the impact of climate change on the
future of coffee growing (4) and the inability of current varieties
to cope with higher abiotic stress such as extreme drought or
heat (2), and iii) the growth of the specialty coffee market
searching for top aromatic quality niches, often related to specific varieties. The most iconic example of the value-generation
possibilities of specialty-market-bound specific varieties is the
Gesha variety, which in 2018 hit a new world record auction
price of 803 USD/lb when the commodity price was 1.11 USD/lb
(5).
Although the importance of varieties were not until recently
high on the coffee industry agenda, coffee breeders have always
been active in creating improved varieties for both Robusta (6, 7)
and Arabica (2, 8). Nevertheless, in many countries, the proportion of improved varieties in widespread cultivation is low, with
the notable exceptions of Colombia and Honduras (Arabica),
and Vietnam (Robusta), where significant renovation and
replanting schemes have taken place. Even in major or wellknown producing countries like Brazil or Costa Rica, most coffee
land is still cultivated using varieties selected in the 1950s, such
as Caturra, Catuai or Mundo Novo (9). However, there is growing
demand, namely for improved Arabica varieties for both mainstream high production, such as the new generation of F1
hybrids (10), or for specific aromatic quality capable of fetching
high prices (2).
Because of past limited appetite for improved varieties, the
coffee seed sector has remained poorly organized in most parts
of the coffee world. In order for coffee producers to benefit from
genetic improvement, and to meet the growing demand for specific varieties, there is great need to professionalize the coffee
seed sector (2). The few academic studies focusing on the coffee
seed sector addressed East Africa and concluded that the informal exchange of seeds was the main way to access planting material (11–13). Recent research has led to improvements in
techniques for the efficient mass multiplication of varieties,
namely new Arabica F1 hybrid varieties (10), but it was no under
the remit of the efficiency of the seed sector.
World Coffee Research (WCR) identified this coffee sector
gap as a major constraint for the long-term sustainability of
coffee production. WCR hence decided to take action and proposed tools to professionalize the sector. One major constraint
observed is the uncertainty about the genetic conformity of
the planting material. After decades of informal seed exchange, sometimes over borders, it is very difficult to ascertain
the true-to-type-ness of cultivated varieties. Molecular
markers have long been used to describe the genetic diversity
of C. canephora (14, 15) and C. arabica (16). However, no specific
method to check genetic conformity of cultivated varieties is
available. Several papers report on genetic diversity analysis
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• Out of Ethiopia Yemen pathway
• Typica/Bourbon (458 samples): All the varieties matching the
Bourbon or Typica references or very closely related to one of
those two.
• East African varieties (132 samples): All the varieties that were
selected in East Africa since the 1940s until present: SL series,
K series. . .
• Kivu region varieties (129 samples): All the varieties that were
selected in the Kivu regions since the 1940s until present: BM
series, Mibirizi, Mulungu. . .
• Ethiopian landraces (406 samples): Ethiopian accessions that
were surveyed in the 1960s by the FAO (26) and ORSTOM missions (27) and a few cultivated landraces outside Ethiopia that
did not follow the historical Yemen pathway.
• Sudanese landraces (24 samples): in situ survey of leaves by
Schilling and Krishnan in 2012 (T. Schilling, World Coffee
Research, personal communication) and the Rume Sudan variety.

Table 1. Number of samples and unique allelic phenotypes for the
different categories of coffee genetic material

Categories
Typica/Bourbon
East African varieties
Kivu varieties
Ethiopian landraces
Sudanese landraces
Introgressed varieties
F1 hybrid varieties or
experimental crosses
Total

Number of samples

Number of unique
phenotypes

458
132
129
406
24
1150
234

25
34
63
269
11
282
68

2533

752
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• Introgressed varieties (1150 samples): originating from a breeding program and deriving from the Timor hybrids (mainly
Sarchimors and Catimors).
• F1 hybrids (234 samples): selected in the 2000s.

For two varieties (Marsellesa and Gesha), the percentage of individuals matching the reference was evaluated. Those two varieties were chose because: i) we had a significant number of
samples in the WCR database (299 and 88 for Marsellesa and
Gesha, respectively, and ii) Marsellesa is a recent variety registered under the International Union for the Protection of New
Varieties of Plants by Ecom and whose reference was provided
by Ecom; the story of Gesha is well referenced [see (28) for
instance] and the reference is the T.02722 accession held by
CATIE in Turrialba (Costa Rica).

DNA Extraction and SSR Marker Analysis
All the operations of DNA extraction and SSR marker analysis
were performed by the ADNiD laboratory of the Qualtech
company in the South of France (http://www.qualtech-groupe.
com/en/).
Cell lysis was performed from few milligrams of leaf tissue
with 1 mL of SDS buffer. Deproteination was done using potassium acetate and DNA was then purified with magnetic beads
followed by elution in TA buffer.
The same eight SSR primer pairs (Table 2), selected after
Combes et al. (29), have been used since the beginning of building up the WCR reference database.
PCR was performed in a 15 lL final volume comprising
30 ng genomic DNA and 7.5 lL of 2 PCR buffer (Type it,
Qiagen), and 1.0 lM each of forward and reverse primer
(10 mM). Amplifications were carried out in a thermal cycler
(Eppendorf) programmed at 94 C for 5 min for initial denaturation, followed by 94 C for 30 s, the annealing temperature
depending on the primer used then for 30 s, and 72 C for 1 min,
for 35 cycles, followed by a final step of extension at 72 C for
5 min. The final holding temperature was 4 C. PCR samples
were run on a capillary gel electrophoresis [Applied
BiosystemsTM 3130XL with an internal standard (homemade)].
The SSR profiles were first established through the
GeneMapperTM Software 6 and then visually inspected.
Robustness of the method was checked with 10 biological
repetitions of three different clones (F1 hybrids) for which a
100% repeatability was observed (data not shown).

Data Analysis
Because C. arabica is tetraploid, the presence/absence (1/0)
was coded for each allele. Strictly speaking, this is a SSR

Table 2. List of primer sequences and PCR product size (in base pairs) used for the allelic phenotyping of C. arabica
SSR code
Sat11
Sat225
Sat235
Sat24
Sat254
Sat29
Sat32
Sat47

Primer sequence (forward)

Primer sequence (reverse)

Product size

ACCCGAAAGAAAGAACCAA
CATGCCATCATCAATTCCAT
TCGTTCTGTCATTAAATCGTCAA
GGCTCGAGATATCTGTTTAG
ATGTTCTTCGCTTCGCTAAC
GACCATTACATTTCACACAC
AACTCTCCATTCCCGCATTC
TGATGGACAGGAGTTGATGG

CCACACAACTCTCCTCATTC
TTACTGCTCATCATTCCGCA
GCAAATCATGAAAATAGTTGGTG
TTTAATGGGCATAGGGTCC
AAGTGTGGGAGTGTCTGCAT
GCATTTTGTTGCACACTGTA
CTGGGTTTTCTGTGTTCTCG
TGCCAATCTACCTACCCCTT

143–145
283–317
245–278
167–181
221–237
137–154
119–125
135–169
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germplasm-collecting missions, primarily in Ethiopia, led by
the FAO (and ORSTOM), and the distribution of collected materials to numerous genebanks. Spurred by the same concern,
breeding programs in Latin America redoubled efforts to create varieties resistant to coffee leaf rust and coffee berry disease, primarily using the Timor Hybrid (a natural cross
between C. arabica and C. canephora discovered in the 1920s). It
gave rise to a number of introgressed varieties, commonly referred to as Catimor and Sarchimor (24). Finally, F1 hybrids
were created in the 2000s as the latest generation of Arabica
coffee varieties (25).
In summary, there were only three pathways for C. arabica
out of Ethiopia and Sudan. The original Yemen pathway, the
official FAO (26) and ORSTOM (27) surveys in the 1960s and a few
“escapes” through individual initiatives (Gesha, Rume Sudan. . .).
Based on this history, the following categories of C. arabica
material were considered (Table 1):
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South Sudan
Landraces

Baan
Sl06

Camors and
Sarchimors

Sl09
Sl28

Gesha

Typica
Bourbon
Mix

T5175
Derivated Camors

T8667
Derivated Camors

Jackson
BM139

TH 1343
Derivated Camors

Typica
Introgressed mix

Bourbon
Cat129

Ethiopian
accessions

Obata
Parainema

Marsellesa

Figure 1. Neighbor-Joining tree from the single allelic data (0/1) of 2533 C. arabica samples from the WCR DNA fingerprinting database. The area of some genetic categories or position of some varieties are indicated. One point might represent more than one sample.

allelic phenotype rather than genotype. Indeed, the phenotype AB could be either of the following genotypes: AABB,
ABAB, AAAB, ABBB. One practical consequence is that two
samples having the same allelic phenotype have not necessarily the same genotype. It means that the percentage of
samples matching the reference for Marsellesa and Gesha
based on allelic phenotype is an upper limit of the strict genotype matching.
DARwin6 software (30) was used with single data files. A dissimilarity matrix was calculated using Dice Index. The genetic
diversity tree was constructed using the Neighbor-Joining
method (31).

Results
A total of 95 different alleles were identified across the eight
markers. The number of alleles per marker ranged from three to
20. Out of the 95 alleles, 35 (40%) had a frequency ranging between 0.05 and 0.95. Hence, 60% of the alleles were either rare
or close to monomorphic.
Out of a total of 2533 samples in the database, 752 corresponded to a unique allelic phenotype over the eight markers
(Table 1). This reflected the fact that most of the Typica/Bourbon
were either very close to the Typica reference or the Bourbon reference. For other categories, this was mainly due to the relatively
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sterile parent (32). It is hence the easiest situation to authenticate
a F1 variety because it has a single clear reference. Most recently
released F1 hybrids in Central America (Centroamericano,
Milenio, Casiopea and Mundo Maya) have clearly a unique allelic
phenotype. Interestingly, Centroamericano and Milenio are full
Sibs, both clones have been selected from the same cross (T.5296
 Rume Sudan) and were still discriminated with the eight SSR
markers.

Introgressed Varieties

Typica and Bourbon

All Catimors and Sarchimors have in common a Bourbon parent
(Caturra or Villa Sarchi) and a Timor Hybrid. Each single variety
was selected after a process of genealogical selection through
selfing. The number of selfing generations is not always well
documented: it is often between six and nine selfing generations.
All Catimors and Sarchimors are located in the bottom of the
tree, below the orange dot line. It is hence easy to differentiate
Catimors/Sarchimors varieties from the remaining categories.
The precise authentication of varieties depends on the degree
of fixation (selfing generation). For instance, Marsellesa, CR95 or
Lempira are fixed and homogeneous lines that are easy to authenticate. Small deviations from the reference can be clearly
identified as residual segregation that always occurs even in
well-fixed varieties.
Other varieties, such as Cat129 in East Africa, became
famous and widely used in East Africa without following a
controlled and diffusion multiplication system. As a result,
the Cat129 fingerprint is more a single branch of the tree than a
single reference. Still, this branch is individualized from other
varieties.
Central American Catimors that are derived from the T.8667
populations, itself derived from the CIFC HW26 cross involving
TH 832/1, are all grouped in a large branch of the tree. Although
individual varieties such as CR95 (Costa Rica) can be clearly
identified, some samples seem to originate from cross pollinations between different varieties of the same lineage.
In comparison, the T.5175 populations, also descending
from an initial HW26 cross, is a narrow branch.
Obata (Brazil), Parainema (Honduras) and Marsellesa
(Central America) are Sarchimors derived from the same T.5296
population, itself derived from an initial cross between Villa
Sarchi and TH 832/2. Those are well-fixed varieties.
Batian (Kenya) and RABC15 (Rwanda) are two introgressed
varieties that are not derived from a single Bourbon variety
(Caturra or Villa Sarchi) but from multiple crosses involving
many traditional old East African, Indian lines and even
Ethiopian or Sudanese landraces (e.g., Rume Sudan). Batian is a
composite variety made from different fixed lines whereas
RABC15 is a single fixed line derived from Indian Sln6 population. As a result, both varieties are located in the region of old
Scott Labs varieties (e.g., SL34, SL14) and Rume Sudan, which
compose most of their genetic background. As a multi-line variety, Batian forms a branch whereas RABC15 has an expected
narrow genetic fingerprint.
Apart from well-identified introgressed varieties, some samples appear to originate from uncontrolled crosses between various other introgressed varieties. In such cases, it is often
difficult to trace back the original genetic composition of the
samples.

Typica and Bourbon form two close and very narrow branches.
Their respective reference allelic phenotype is well identified.
The tall Bourbon variety and its derived dwarf single gene mutation varieties such as Caturra or Villa Sarchi have exactly the
same allelic phenotype with our set of markers. Hence, DNA fingerprinting alone cannot differentiate between those varieties.
An additional visual observation of the tree can ascertain the
difference between tall and dwarf.
Numerous samples correspond to trees originating from
crosses between Bourbon and Typica (Typica/Bourbon mix),
most likely uncontrolled crosses that occurred some time in the
long history of growing Bourbon and Typica side by side.

F1 Hybrids
All released F1 hybrid varieties are clones (10), but the recent
Starmaya variety which is distributed by seeds from a male

East African and Kivu Region Varieties
Most cultivated varieties in East Africa and the Kivu region form
a genetic cluster related to Typica and Bourbon. Although the
allelic phenotypes of some old varieties such as SL28 or SL34 are
clearly identified, cultivated material is found to have mainly
originated from different old varieties. Jackson and BM139 from
Rwanda are found to be “population” varieties. Trees forming
these varieties are genetically diverse and correspond to a genetic cluster rather than to a single reference.

Ethiopian and Sudanese Landraces
Not surprisingly Ethiopian landraces cover the entire genetic
variability of the database, except the “Catimors/Sarchimors”
area. The Gesha variety is confirmed to be an Ethiopian landrace. The Gesha reference is the T.02722 accession of the CATIE
germplasm collection in Costa Rica and most cultivated varieties identified as Gesha are forming an individual genetic cluster (Figures 1 and 3).
South Sudanese landraces compose a uniform genetic group,
including the old Rume Sudan landrace. Because Rume Sudan is
an important contributor in the genealogy of Batian, South
Sudanese landraces cluster closely to Batian.

Focus on Genetic Conformity of Two Varieties:
Marsellesa and Gesha
Some varieties in the WCR database are highly represented either because they are part of large nursery verification programs (such as Marsellesa) or because interest in them an
important candidate for DNA fingerprinting (such as Gesha).
Out of 299 supposed Marsellesa samples in the WCR database, 91% were confirmed Marsellesa (Figure 2): 82% were an exact match with the Marsellesa reference, and 9% were closely
related to Marsellesa (i.e., there is an acceptable level of residual
segregation of Marsellesa). However, 8% of samples were nonrelated various Catimors and 1% were Typica or Bourbon.
Out of 88 supposed Gesha samples in the WCR database
(Figure 3), 39% were an exact match with the Gesha reference
(accession T.2722 from CATIE), and 24% were closely related to
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high representation of some specific varieties under specific
scrutiny, such as Marsellesa for introgressed varieties, Gesha for
Ethiopian landrace or Centroamericano for F1 hybrids.
The overall Neighbor-Joining tree is presented Figure 1. It is
not a genetic diversity tree of the C. arabica species, but rather a
genetic diversity tree of cultivated varieties. Hereafter, the
different genetic categories are further explored from a variety
authentication perspective.
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ica samples from the WCR DNA fingerprinting database. The black points represent the position of supposed Marsellesa samples. One point might represent more than
one sample.

Gesha, forming a Gesha “cluster”. However, 37% of samples had
an unrelated genetic background; some were old East African
varieties such as SL34, and some were Typica/Bourbon mix.

Discussion
Plant genotyping to DNA fingerprint plant varieties is not new
(33). However, to our knowledge, our study represents the first
attempt to apply DNA fingerprinting to C. arabica coffees varieties on such a large scale. In Vieira et al. (17), DNA fingerprinting
of C. arabica was restricted to Brazil and samples were taken out
of a germplasm collection. DNA fingerprinting of plant varieties
has been performed in numerous different crops, including
tropical tree crops such as cocoa (34, 35) or rubber tree (36).
However, all those studies were either to identify duplicates in

germplasm collections or to describe the genetic fingerprinting
of varieties in germplasm collections. We are not aware of any
published study looking at the DNA fingerprinting of tropical
tree crops from a seed sector point of view, evaluating the genetic conformity of supposed varieties in the field or of planting
material to be distributed.
The present study is the first of its kind to bring knowledge
on C. arabica DNA fingerprinting of varieties not only from
germplasm collections but from cultivated coffee trees around
the world.
The first result is that the set of eight SSR markers, representing a total of 95 alleles, that has been used is powerful to
discriminate between C. arabica varieties. In some instances, it
was not possible to distinguish the allelic phenotype of welldefined different varieties. This was the case for Bourbon,
Caturra and Villa Sarchi. Caturra and Villa Sarchi are dwarf
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Figure 2. Representation and genetic conformity evaluation of the 299 Marsellesa samples in the Neighbor-Joining tree from the single allelic data (0/1) of 2533 C. arab-
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samples from the WCR DNA fingerprinting database. The black points represent the position of supposed Gesha samples. One point might represent more than one
sample.

mutants of the tall Bourbon variety. It is a single gene mutation
that is very unlikely to be spotted through eight SSR markers.
Hence, when a Bourbon allelic phenotype is identified, it cannot
be concluded which variety it is between Bourbon, Caturra or
Villa Sarchi. Only a visual inspection of the tree (tall or dwarf)
will help in deciding. Another example where the current
markers do not discriminate is between CR95 (Costa Rica) and
Lempira (Honduras). These two distinct varieties have the same
allelic phenotype; they descend from the same breeding population (T.8667). Those were the only cases when it was not

possible to distinguish well-described varieties. Recently, new
markers are being tested to fine-tune discrimination in those
rare situations.
Our study reveals that a significant share of cultivated
Arabica coffee trees in the field are mixes derived from one or
several generations of uncontrolled pollinations between existing varieties. This is the case in Central America for Catimors
and Sarchimors. (In this situation, it is possible to locate variety
references because the initial selections from the 1990s are held
in various research center collections.)
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Figure 3. Representation and genetic conformity evaluation of the 88 Gesha samples in the Neighbor-Joining tree from the single allelic data (0/1) of 2533 C. arabica
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One could wonder why there is such high genetic nonconformity when C. arabica is a self-pollinating species and the great
majority of cultivated varieties are fixed lines. In agreement with
possible reasons given for cocoa by Turnbull et al. (34), the main
source of error is likely human: mislabeling, erroneous (good
faith) belief about the name of the variety, and unsure traceability of some uncontrolled (sometimes contraband) movements of
seeds. However, the fact that C. arabica can self-pollinate does
not mean that it always self-pollinates. Various studies have
established that the share of cross-pollination in C. arabica can
reach 10 to 15% (37–39). Furthermore, recent works in Ethiopian
forests showed that this share could go up to more than 50% (40).
Several studies corroborate that coffee pollen can be transported
by wind or insects over a distance up to 2 km (41–43).
To the best of our knowledge, Charrier (44) published the
only study where the distance of transport of pollen within a
plot was established, using pollen that had been radio-activated
with phosphorus (32P) and sulphur (35S). In a plot with coffee
trees of 3–4 m in height and a density of 1111 trees per hectare,
during a typical good blossom, the pollen could be transported
up to 42 m.
Hence, the genetic drift of an originally pure variety is very
likely to happen through cross pollination if no specific measures are taken to isolate the plot and/or to harvest seeds from
only the inner trees of the plot. Genetic drift can be significantly
enhanced by the hybrid vigor phenomena, now well established
in C. arabica (25) and C. canephora (45). For example, if there is a
fixed-line variety, say a Bourbon, and just nearby there is a
Gesha variety, and the seeds of the Gesha plot are harvested to
plant a new plot even if there is a low contamination of
Bourbon pollen in that Gesha plot, the few seeds resulting from
a cross involving the Bourbon pollen will give rise to a F1 hybrid
tree between Bourbon and Gesha. In the new plot, those F1 trees
will be the more vigorous and high yielding and thus more likely
to be selected by the farmer to plant a new generation of plots,
because he/she will harvest the seeds from the most vigorous
trees. Then, starting from what could have been less than 10%
contamination of pollen, may end up after two generations in a
Gesha plot that is in fact a F2 segregating population of an accidental Bourbon x Gesha F1 cross and the original true Gesha has
been lost.
Through analysis of a large data set of coffee variety samples
from farms, nurseries, and seed lots around the world, we have
shown that the genetic conformity of coffee material is frequently questionable. We believe this is primarily due to the
lack of order and good practices in the coffee seed sector. This is

Figure 4. Evolution of the number of coffee protected varieties under International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV). Source: https://www.
upov.int/pluto/en/.
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In East Africa and the Kivu region, the situation is different.
Recent varieties officially released by national breeding programs such as Batian or Ruiru 11 in Kenya are often conforming.
The story is different with varieties such as Cat129, which
gained a reputation for disease resistance and has been widely
planted in Southern East Africa, but which has never been formally released or distributed by a research institute, with the
controls that typically accompany such a release.
Consequently, the allelic phenotype for Cat129 is well defined;
however, a lot of outliers can be found.
Older East African and Kivu region varieties present an interesting case. “True” SL28 and SL34 are widespread, but so are
populations that evolved from varieties like the SLs and K7,
which were initially well defined, but have drifted and now contain a mix of the initial alleles. It is not necessarily a risky situation. It might even be argued that the current cultivated trees
were selected along generations and their allelic richness might
be an added value for resilience.
Old varieties such as BM71, BM139 or Jackson in Kivu can be
described today as population varieties, which also represent a
mix of alleles. Each of these varieties covers a genetic fingerprint which is not a single reference but rather a cluster. There
is sometimes overlap between the clusters. In those situations,
the best one can tell from the DNA fingerprint of a sample is
that it is, for instance, “compatible” with BM139 or Jackson.
The Ethiopian and Sudanese landraces are easily fingerprinted, and the fingerprints are numerous and different. The
Gesha or the Rume Sudan reference has a unique allelic
phenotype.
Experience with the WCR genetic database points to the conclusion that a recently-selected variety in a region with a relatively organized research and nurseries network shows a
satisfactory genetic conformity. The best example of this currently is the Marsellesa variety, with 91% of genetic conformity.
However, when varieties are older and/or the research and
nurseries network is poorly organized, the percentage of genetic conformity can drastically decrease. The figure of 39% of
genetic conformity for Gesha can be interpreted in different
ways. It can be considered as low, but one might also consider
that it is high in the absence of any formal channel of Gesha
seed distribution. Furthermore, 24% of supposed Gesha are
still close to the Gesha reference, forming a Gesha cluster.
Nevertheless, the reputation and diffusion of Gesha is very recent (over the past 10–15 years). Without a formal seed sector,
it is very likely that the share of genetic conformity of Gesha
will shrink rather than increase.
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Conclusions
For the first time we have demonstrated on a large scale the robustness of variety authentication of Arabica coffee varieties
through a set of SSR markers. In addition to the 100% repeatability of the allelic phenotype of an individual, the vast majority of
the varieties could be discriminated, including in the only situation when the varieties are known to be Full Sibs
(Centroamericano and Milenio clones). Only when two varieties
are different because of a single mutation (dwarf Caturra from
tall Bourbon for instance) was it impossible to discriminate the
two with the eight markers. However, in this case, a visual observation of the trees with the same “Bourbon” genetic background is enough to decide if it is a Bourbon or a Caturra. This
DNA fingerprinting method provides nurseries, farmers and the
whole coffee industry with a unique opportunity to increase
knowledge about the genetic identify of trees that are planted
or seeds that are traded. Our results show that most varieties
can be easily identified through their allelic phenotype. In the
field or in nurseries, recently bred and released varieties such as
Marsellesa show an acceptable genetic conformity (91% for
Marsellesa). However, we also show that highly sought after varieties whose seeds have not moved through formal pathways
have much less genetic conformity (39% for Gesha). Genetic drift
most likely related to the contamination of pollen from other
varieties is significant.
Authentication of coffee varieties is acknowledged as a key
part of coffee sector sustainability in the context of both disease
pressure and climate change effects, and also growing demand
for high-quality coffees. The coffee seed sector in general needs
to be more organized and professional to ensure the genetic
conformity that the coffee stakeholders deserve—and increasingly, demand—from farm to cup. In the last 5 years, WCR has
produced several tools to contribute to the professionalization
of the coffee seed sector, including a catalog of Arabica coffee
varieties (46), WCR VerifiedSM, a seed lots and nursery verification program (47), and the DNA fingerprinting tool presented
here. As the coffee sector becomes increasingly professionalized, the genetic conformity of planting material will increase,
and this may be monitored using the DNA fingerprinting tool
described here. Meanwhile, the many actors in the coffee sector
are now able to identify the varieties they are dealing with.
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